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Introduction
• Somali (Cushitic): About 20 mill speakers worldwide
(Horn of Africa + diaspora)

• Somali has a High vs. Low (or High vs. Ø) tonal contrast
• The distribution of the High (H) tone is restricted, and the system
has been analyzed as pitch accent (e.g. Hyman 1981)

• Whether or not pitch accent constitutes a prosodic “type” is a matter
of controversy (cf. Hyman 2009)

• Studies of such systems therefore contribute to theories of prosodic
typology

• Aim of today’s presentation: To question one of the properties as-
cribed to the H in Somali, namely culminativity (maximum one H
tone per word)
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Background
Tone patterns in Somali

• Simplex words: one High tone: gúri ’house’, wíil ’boy’, dál ’country’
• Complex words: different tone patterns:

Plural suffix dál + -áC →dalál ’countries’
Non-remote definite article: dál + ka →dálka ’the country’
Remote definite article: dál + kií →dálkií ’the (remote) country’
Possessives: dál + kayága →dálkayága ’our country’

Green and Morrison’s (2016) account
Prosodic word (PWord) recursion: dál + -áC →((dal)PWord(ál)PWord)PWord
Cliticization: dál + ka →((dál)PWord(ka))PWord
Two PWords, no recursion: dál + kií →(dál)PWord(kií)PWord

• dálkií : one orthographic word, two PWords
• This way, the one High tone per word rule is “saved”

A complicating issue
• The determiners undergo sandhi alternations:
• Example: [k] becomes [ɡ] after [i]: (Saeed 1999)
dál-kayága ’our country’
gúri-gayága ’our house’

• They have been referred to as internal sandhi (Saeed 1999), suggest-
ing that they apply at morpheme boundaries within words

• If this is the case, gúrigayága is one word, not two
• Green andMorrison (2016) suggest that the sandhi rules apply within
phrases, not words

• But this does not seem to reflect speakers’ intuitions very well:
*gúrikayága *gúri gayága

Green and Morrison’s (2016) account
• The presence of a H tone is used as a “diagnostic for wordhood” (p.
27), but there is no a priori reason to do so
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• The problem is circularity: The PWord domain is defined by a rule
that refers to the same domain (max. one H tone per PWord)

• While such an account may be an accurate description of the data,
it may not reflect native speakers’ mental representation of them

• We don’t know whether this rule is “cognitively real” based on the
native data alone

• For that, we need to see whether it applies to novel words as well

Research questions
• Is the one H tone per word rule synchronically productive in Somali?
• In other words, does culminativity apply to novel words?
• How are Norwegian loanwords tonally adapted by native speakers
of Somali?

Methodology
• Participants:
Nine native speakers of Somali aged 30–65,
four women, five men
Late learners of Norwegian
Use both Somali and Norwegian every day

• Procedure:
Conversations (spontaneous speech) and elicitation

Results
Tone assignment to Norwegian loanwords

• Somali tone assignment
[helsá-ha] < [ˈhɛɭsə] ’health-M.DEF’

• Preservation of Norwegian prominence
[mísfoʃtoorelse] < [ˈmisfɔʂˌʈoːɭs̩ə] ’misunderstanding’
(Only found with suffixless words: arguably code-switches)

• Both strategies used in different locations within the same word
[útaalá-ha] < [ˈʉːˌtɑːlə] ’pronunciation-M.DEF’
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Loanwords with two High tones

Somali Norwegian Gloss
[naʃunáaltejatár-ka] [nɑʂuˈnɑːltəˌjɑːtəɾ] national.theater-M.DEF
[natúrfáaɡ-ɡa] [nɑˈtʉːɾˌfɑːɡ] sciences-M.DEF
[sáɡsbehandlár-ka] [ˈsɑːksbəˌhɑndɭəɾ] case.worker-M.DEF
[sámbuár-ka] [ˈsɑmˌbuəɾ] roommate-M.DEF
[síkeméliŋ-ka] [ˈsyːkəˌmɛɭiŋ] sick.leave.letter-M.DEF
[ʃárastá-ha] [ˈçæːɾəstə] boyfriend-M.DEF

• First H: Preservation of Norwegian prominence
• Second H: In accordance with the native Somali patterns (final or
penultimate mora)

Tone patterns in Norwegian loanwords: Summary of findings
• When a Somali suffix is added to a Norwegian word, there is also a
H assigned in accordance with the native Somali patterns:
e.g. helsá-ha ’the health’

• When a Somali suffix is added to a loanword, that word is also
tonally nativized

• Additionally, Norwegian prominence may be preserved as a H:
e.g. síkeméliŋ-ka ’the sick leave letter’

• This suggests that words may have more than one H tone, as long as
one of them is in accordance with the native Somali patterns

Discussion
Is the High tone in Somali really culminative?

• The results show that loanwords in Somali may have more than one
High tone (e.g. sámbuár-ka)

• ...even when they lack the structure needed according to previous
accounts of the native data (e.g. a possessive: kayága ’our’)

• This suggests that the one High tone per word rule is not synchroni-
cally productive

• This finding has implications for how the native phonology of Somali
is described:
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• Two High tones do not imply two PWords
• The presence of a High tone cannot be used as a “diagnostic for
wordhood”

Proposal
• We propose that speakers have analyzed constructions like dálkayága
and dálkií as single PWords:
(dál)PWord(kayága)PWord →(dálkayága)PWord
(dál)Pword(kií)PWord →(dálkií)PWord

• The result is a new system in which more than one H per word is
possible

• ...even when the structure suggested by previous accounts is lacking:
(sámbuár)PWord

Conclusions
• Loanwords in Somali may have two H tones, even when they lack
the structure that is necessary according to previous accounts of the
native data

• This suggest that the culminativity ascribed to the H in Somali is not
synchronically productive

• This finding has implications for how the native Somali data is de-
scribed: More than one H do not imply more than one PWord

• Questions for future research:
Do the present findings extend to:
– other (native-like) novel words, e.g. in a wug-test?
– loanwords from other source languages?
– other Somali speaking communities?
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